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its pseudo inverse. The perturbation method is used in [10],
where a small perturbation matrix is added to within-class
scatter matrix in order to make it nonsingular. Cheng et al [11]
proposed the Rank Decomposition method based on successive
eigen-decomposition of the total scatter matrix and the
between-class scatter matrix. However, the above methods are
typically computationally expensive since the scatter matrices
are very large. Swets and Weng [12] proposed a two stages
PCA+LDA method, also known as the Fisherface [6] method,
in which PCA is first used for dimension reduction so as to
make the within-class scatter matrix nonsingular before the
application of LDA. By far, the PCA+LDA method is popular
used. However, algorithms based on this solution may discard
effective features in PCA step. To prevent this from happening,
many extended LDA algorithms with null space conception
were proposed. Chen et al [13] and Yang et al [14] developed
DLDA algorithm for face recognition, which can effectively
solve “small sample size” problem and extract optimal
classification features from original samples. But conventional
DLDA [13-15] algorithm is often computationally expensive
and not scalable.

Abstract—Feature extraction is one of the hot topics in face
recognition. However, many face extraction methods will suffer
from the “small sample size” problem, such as Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA). Direct Linear Discriminant
Analysis (DLDA) is an effective method to address this problem.
But conventional DLDA algorithm is often computationally
expensive and not scalable. In this paper, DLDA is analyzed from
a new viewpoint via SVD and an fast and robust method named
FDLDA algorithm is proposed. The proposed algorithm achieves
high efficiency by introducing the SVD on a small-size matrix,
while keeping competitive classification accuracy. Experimental
results on ORL face database demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method.
Keywords—feature extraction; fast direct linear discriminant
analysis;face recogniation

I. INTRODUCTION
Face Recognition (FR) has a wide range of applications,
such as military, commercial and law enforcement et al. Within
the past two decades, numerous FR [1-3],[6-20] algorithms
have been proposed. Among these FR methods, the most
popular methods are appearance-based approaches.

In this paper, first of all, we briefly recall the DLDA
algorithm. Then we perform an in-depth analysis on DLDA
algorithm and proposed a Fast DLDA algorithm. The
utilization of the singular value decomposition (SVD)[19-20]
on the small-size matrix is one of key steps. The proposed
method is efficient and robust. Moreover, the theoretical
foundation of the proposed method is revealed..

Of the appearance-based FR methods, those utilizing Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [4-20] techniques have shown
promising results. Conventional LDA [4,5] algorithm aims to
find an optimal transformation by minimizing the within-class
scatter matrix and maximizing the between class scatter matrix
simultaneously. The optimal transformation is readily
computed by applying the Eigen-decomposition to the scatter
matrices. But an intrinsic limitation of conventional LDA is
that its objective function requires the within-class scatter
matrix nonsingular. For many real applications, the withinclass scatter matrix is often singular since the dimension of
sample exceeds the number of sample and conventional LDA
based methods suffer from the so-called “small sample size”
[6-8] problem.

II. OUTLINE OF DIRECT LDA
Throughout the paper, C denotes the number of classes,

m is the dimension, N is the number of samples in each
class,

is the centroid of the ith class, and



is the holistic

centroid of the whole data set. Sb , S w and St represent
between-class scatter matrix, within-class scatter matrix and
total class scatter matrix, respectively.

In the last decades, numerous methods have been proposed
to solve this problem. Tian et al [9] used the pseudo inverse
method by replacing inverse of within-class scatter matrix with

DLDA [13-15] algorithm was proposed by Chen and Yang,
which attempts to avoid the shortcomings existing in
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Sb  H b H bT , S w  H w H wT

conventional solution to the “small sample size” problem. The
basic idea behind the DLDA algorithm is that the null space of
S w may contain effective discriminant information if the

H b ， H w as following：

projection of Sb is not zero in that direction, and that no

1
(x1 - x, x 2 - x, , x c - x)
c

Hb =

effective information will be lost if the null space of Sb is
discarded. For example, assuming that N b and N w represent

(2)

1 (1)
(x1 - x1 ,,x1(n1 ) - x1 ,,xc(1) - xc ,,xc(nc ) - xc ) (3)
N

Hw =

the null space of Sb and S w , respectively, the complement
spaces of N b and N w can be written as

(1)

T

Assuming that Gw = H w H w ， and making the eigenvalue

Nb'  R n  Nb and

Gw . We can calculate the
eigenvectors z1 , z2 , , zd corresponding to the nonzero
eigenvalues λ1 ,λ2 , ,λr of Gw . According eq. 4, we can get
the feature vector set of Q = (v1 , ,vr ) corresponding to
nonzero eigenvalues λ1 ,λ2 , ,λr 。
1
vi =
H w zi , i = 1,L ,r
(4)
li

N w'  R n  N w . Therefore, the optimal discriminant

decomposition

subspace extracted by the DLDA algorithm is the intersection
'
space N b  N w .
The difference between Chen’s method and Yang’s method
'
is that Yang’s method first diagonalizes Sb to find N b , while
Chen’s method first diagonalizes S w to find N w . Although
there is no significant difference between the two approaches,
it may be intractable to calculate N w when the size of S w is
large, which is the case in most FR application. Therefore, we
adopted Chen’s method as the derivation of the proposed
algorithm.

of

Q is the null space matrix of S w . we can obtain:
S  QQT H (QQT H )T  H H T
b

b

b

b

b

(5)

  H T H ，and calculate the
We can construct matrix G
b
b
b

III. FDLDA ALGORITHM FOR DIMENSION REDUCTION AND

eigenvectors z1 , z2 , , zd corresponding to the set of the

FEATURE EXTRACTION

1 , 2 ,, d of Gb , therefore
eigenvectors u1 , u2 , , ud corresponding to the set of

In this section, we will present the FDLDA algorithm.
Based on the analysis of Chen’s DLDA algorithm.

largest eigenvalues

We analysis the Chen’s algorithm about DLDA. They
perform the Eigen value decomposition of S w as

largest eigenvalues of Sb can be calculated by the following

S w  V V T and let V   v1 , v2 ,  vr , vr 1 , , vn  , then



they let Q  v1 , v2 ,  vr

ui 

r is

rank of S w and n is the dimensionality of the feature vectors.

1

i

H b zi ,

i  1,, d

QQT  I  QQT

T

calculate the eigenvectors u1 , u2 , , ud corresponding to the

(6)

According to specialty of orthal vectors，we can obtain:

They Compute Sb according to Sb  QQ SbQQ and
T

the

equation :

 and Q   vr 1 ,, vn  and the

null space of S w can be spanned by vr 1 , , vn , where

the

(7)

According to eq.7 , we have:

set of the largest eigenvalues of Sb and use them to form the

H b  QQT H b  H b  QQT H b

most discriminant vector set for LDA.
Due to r  n , so the calculation of the S w , Q and

(8)

Therefore, we can get:

Sb will greatly improve the computational complexity . our

  ( H  Q Q T H )T ( H  Q Q T H )
G
 
 
b
b
b
b
b

thoughts are calculating the final differential vector according
to Q . Q can be obtained by solving the eigen problem on

 H bT H b  H bT QQT H b

(9)

 H bT H b  (QT H b )T QT H b

S w similar to PCA algorithm based SVD.

 can be calculated in a lowAccording to eq.9 , G
b

Because between-class scatter matrix Sb and within-class

dimensional space, which greatly saves storage space and
reduces the amount of computation. For example, the original

scatter matrix Sb can represented by following:
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sample dimension M  10304 , the number of categories
c  40 in the ORL face database. if we choose 200 training
samples, the rank r of S w is 160. the vector number of Q is

selected randomly from the gallery and the remaining samples
are used for testing. This procedure was repeated 10 times by
randomly choosing different training and testing sets. After
feature extraction, a nearest neighbor classifier with different
distance metrics is employed for classification.

160, but the vector number of Q is up to 10304. The memory
space of Q is dozens of times of Q
Based on the above discussion, the proposed FDLDA
algorithm is described as follows:

Experimental environment: MATLAB2010, Core i5,
SRAM 2G and so on.

Tabel 1. The experimental Comparison using 45×56
resolution

Step 1: Obtain H w , H b and calculate Q based on SVD.

  H T H  (Q T H )T Q T H .
Let G
b
b
b
b
b



Step 2: Calculate the eigenvector matrix Z  [ z1 , z2 , , zd ]
and the eigenvectors z1 , z2 , , zd corresponding to the set of

 .
the largest eigenvalues 1 , 2 , , d of G
b

FDLDA

Chen’s DLDA

Recognition rate(%)

95.0

95.0

Trainning time（s）

2.3

552

Tabel 2. The experimental Comparison using 35×42
resolution

Step 3: According to ui  1 (Hb QQT Hb )zi , i 1,, d

i

Calculate the eigenvector matrix U  [u1 , u2 , , ud ] and the

FDLDA

discriminant matrix A  U  QQ U .

Recognition rate(%)

95.25

Step 4: Using the discriminant matrix A extract efficient
features and classify.

Trainning time（s）

1.3

T

Chen’s DLDA
95.25
88

Tabel 3. The experimental Comparison using 23×28
resolution

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method,
experiments were done on the ORL face database. Fig.1
depicts some images from the ORL face database. ORL
database includes 200 samples (40 individuals, each 10
images).

FDLDA

Chen’s DLDA

Recognition rate(%)

95.5

95.5

Trainning time（s）

0.6

5.4

The experimental results of FDLDA algorithm and Chen’s
DLDA algorithm is shown on the Tab.1~Tab3. The accuracy
of two algorithms is same using the same kind of resolution,
but the FDLDA algorithm is much faster than Chen’s DLDA
on the training time. Especially with the resolution increases,
the gap between training time is also growing. For different
resolutions, FLDA’s training time is similar and the difference
is not obvious. Experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm effectively solves an important problem about
DLDA algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an fast direct linear discriminant
analysis algorithm, namely, FDLDA algorithm, which is highly
efficient. The proposed method does not require the whole data
matrix in main memory. This is desirable for large data sets. In
addition, our theoretical analysis indicates that the
computational complexity of the FDLDA algorithm is linear in
the number of the data items in the training data set as the
number of classes and the number of dimensions. It is the

Fig. 1. Some samples from the ORL face database
For comparison of FDLDA anf Chen’s DLDA algorithm,
the experiment uses three resolutions ( 46  56 , 35  42 , 23  28 ).
the sample image is obtained by bilinear interpolation. In our
experiments, the training and testing set are selected randomly
from each subject. In each round, the training samples are
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calculated Q based on SVD that contributes to the efficiency
of the FDLDA algorithm, which is not only shown by our
theoretical analysis, but also strongly supported by our
experimental results.

[8]
[9]
[10]

Our experiments on face database have shown that the
accuracy achieved by the FDLDA algorithm is competitive
with the ones achieved by Chen’s DLDA. With efficiency and
scalability, FDLDA algorithm is promising in real-time
application involving extremely high-dimensional data.

[11]

[12]

[13]
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